
 
Underarm Ski Pole System for Giant Trinity 

 
To angle the poles and arm rests on your Giant trinity using our components you have two 
options: 

1. Use D2Z pole clamp and angled shim. This gives the most streamlined look and is 

the easiest installation.  The D2Z pole clamp has bolt spacing of 32mm so your arm 

rests would need to accommodate this spacing (our arm rests are compatible). 

D2Z Ergo Poles – Hi and Low Rise - Drag2Zero 

Pole clamp Set - Drag2Zero 

D2Z Angled Shim Set - now available in 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5 and 20 degrees - Drag2Zero 

 

2. Use D2Z angled shim with interface plate (uses the Giant pole clamp).  This will look 

less streamlined and is trickier to install but is the slightly cheaper option.  Bolt 

spacing for arm rests is 20-40mm with this set up. https://drag2zero.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2020/05/D2Z-Interface-Plate-Installation.pdf 

D2Z Angled Shim Set - now available in 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5 and 20 degrees - Drag2Zero 
With both installations you will need to use the first two front and rear Giant proprietary 
spacers on the basebar to provide the flat mounting surface onto which our angled 
shim/interface plate is mounted.  Some of these spacers contain small pins – these will also 
need to be removed (this can be done with pliers).   
 
 
To obtain any height you can use our risers or the Giant spacers, however using the latter 
will mean there will be a mismatch in alignment.  D2Z Spacers - Drag2Zero 

If you are not using the Giant cross brace between the 
podiums, and you are also using our spacers to add 
height, you will also need to use our 5mm riser to sit 
between the Giant risers and our risers/angled shim 
(see attached photo) as this provides much more 
stability to the set up.  The Giant has M5 bolts so 
please select M5 nuts when ordering the angled shims. 
If you want to angle the arm rests alone, please see our 
under arm rest angled shims here Angled shims - Under 
Arm Rests - Drag2Zero 
If you need any further information, please let us 
know. 
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